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Abstract
Coronal mass ejection (CME) and Corotating interaction region (CIR), a dynamic
phenomenon associated with the sun, is widely acknowledged as the main causative factor
for the occurrence of the geomagnetic storms. In the present investigation, we studied the
influence of solar wind parameters and interplanetary magnetic field (IMFBz) on two severe
geomagnetic storms (Dst=<-200 nT) occurred during March and June 2015 using magnetic
data recorded at four low latitude Indian magnetic observatories namely Jaipur (Rajasthan),
Desalpar (Gujarat), Alibag (Maharastra) and Hyderabad (Telangana). Residual Hcomponent of magnetic field distinctly distinguish the different phases of storms. Solar wind
density and pressure are more influencive factors during main phase of the magnetic storm
with observed high MS coherence (>0.8) with the H-comp. Dynamic spectrum of Hcomponent of magnetic field at low latitudes and solar wind parameters reveals a burst-like
nature during the main phase of these storms. During Ionospheric Disturbance Dynamo
(Ddyn) for March Storm, it is observed that American sector has downward movement in
H-component of magnetic field and prominent attenuation of EEJ in African and Indian
sectors. Similarly, for June storm, downward H-component movement is observed in both
the American and African sectors and attenuation of EEJ at Indian sector.
Keywords: H-component of magnetic field; Geomagnetic storm; Solar wind parameters;
Interplanetary magnetic field; Ionospheric disturbance dynamo.
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1. Introduction
A geomagnetic storm is a multi-faceted phenomenon. Various solar phenomenon like
solar wind plasma emissions and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) are the main
causative factors for the Geomagnetic storms [1]. Dynamics of ring currents and
southward turning of the interplanetary magnetic field plays an important role during
geomagnetic storm periods especially at equatorial magnetic observatories [2,3]. During
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geomagnetic storms, two physical processes takes place; one is, the direct penetration of
polar cap electric field to the equator and second process is to take place the day after
storm at the time of equatorial electro jets attenuation, auroral joule heating and ion drag
acceleration which produces disturbance in wind [4]. Geomagnetic storms can be divided
into the following stages: a) storms sudden commencement which corresponds to sudden
increases in H-component of magnetic field; b) main phase which corresponds to sharp
decrease in H-component of magnetic field and ring currents intensifies; c) recovery phase
where H-component of magnetic field slowly rises to its normal value [5,6]. Types of
storms can be decided based on maximum decreases in the Dst values. Based on Dst
values, the magnetic storms are classified in four types. 1) Minor Strom (weak ones): Dst
Index is up to -50 nT; 2) Moderate Storm: Dst Index between -50 nT to -100 nT; 3) Major
storm: Dst Index is -100 nT to -200 nT; 4) Severe Storm: Dst Index is less than -200 nT
[7]. Generally, solar wind pressure is normal at day side during the time of southward
IMF and magnetic compression takes place during the time of northward IMF as
enhancement in the solar wind pressure. Similarly, magnetic depression takes place on the
night side [8].
Different current systems affect the different phase of magnetic storms [9]. The solar
wind disturbance produced during magnetic storm can affect the whole current system
including the ionospheric dynamo currents up to several hours to several days even after
the end of magnetic storms [10]. This signature of ionospheric disturbance dynamo is
observed through H-component of magnetic field. Many times, it is noticed that
continuous injection to the ring currents taking place; ring currents does not decay rapidly
and resulting recovery phase of particular storms lasts one to two weeks. This kind of
longer duration storms were termed as High-Intensity Long-Duration Continuous AE
Activity events (HILDCAA events) [11]. The decreases in H filed during storm can
longitudinally asymmetric. During HILDCAA events the ionospheric dynamo is likely to
be disturbed more especially during the intense storms. However, the effect of ionospheric
disturbance can be observed in the moderate storms too. The characteristics of
geomagnetic storms at low latitudes station of Colaba (India) was first reported by Moos
[12].
In the present paper, severe geomagnetic storms were potentially geo-effective and
occurred during the solar activity period of current solar cycle-24 (Year 2015) are
scrutinized. Mainly two severe geomagnetic storms and thirteen moderate and minor
geomantic storms are occurred during year 2015. The main focus of the study is to
understand the influence of the solar wind parameters, interplanetary magnetic field
(IMFBz) and ionospheric disturbance on H-component of magnetic field during these
magnetic storms. The statistical study has been performed to analyze two severe
geomagnetic storms recorded at four low latitude magnetic observatories of India i.e.
Jaipur (IIG, Rajasthan), Desalpar (ISR, Gujarat), Alibag (IIG, Maharashtra) and
Hyderabad (NGRI, Hyderabad). Ionospheric Disturbance Dynamo (Ddyn) is also
analysed for the American, African and Indian Sectors which fall under the equatorial
region.
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2. Data
There are two intense storms occurred during 2015. First storm was occurred during
March 17-18, 2015 (Dst= -223nT). This is the most intense geomagnetic storm (G4) of the
current solar cycle and it is formally known as St. Patrick’s Day Geomagnetic Storm and
the second storm occurred during June 22-23, 2015 (Dst = -204 nT). The details of these
storms are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Details of Geomagnetic storm occurred during year 2015.
Storm Time

SSC

Main Phase

16-19 March
2015
21-24 June
2015

16th March
07:29 UT
21nd June
17:34 UT

17th March
05:20 UT
22nd June
06:07 UT

Onset of
Recovery phase
17th March
19:02 UT
23th June
05:40 UT

End of
Recovery phase
18th March
06:00 UT
24th June
06:36UT

Driver
CME
CME

Type of
Storm
Intense
storm
Intense
storm

We used the magnetic data of four Indian stations (Jaipur (JAI), Desalpar (DSP),
Alibag (ABG) and Hyderabad (HYB)), one American station (Honolulu (HON)) and one
African station (Mbour (MBO)). The details of these magnetic stations and their data
source are shown in Table 2. The sampling interval of horizontal magnetic field data of all
these stations is one minute. The solar wind and IMF parameters are downloaded from the
website of space physics data facility of NASA. Ionospheric disturbance is also plays an
important role in the geomagnetic field variations. Ionospheric disturbance dynamo
(Ddyn) for the two intense storms using three different sectors i.e., American (HON),
African (MBO) and Indian (DSP) which are aligned in the same longitude is also studied
and as shown in Fig. 1. Only day time signatures can be conjecture from the data in order
to study ionospheric disturbance dynamo process. SYM-H, AU and AL indexes for each
event were analyzed during the corresponding period.

Fig. 1. Location of Magnetic observatories of HON, MBO and DES.
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The SYM-H index represents the development of storm or different phases of storms.
It is the influence of symmetric part of ring current present over the equatorial region. The
AU index represent the strongest current intensity of the eastward or day time and the AL
index represents westward or night time auroral electrojets. We deal with the sudden,
sharp and short-lived depressions in the magnetospheric ring current and subsequent
variations in solar parameters through H-component of magnetic field. It is known that the
intensity of solar parameters (e.g., solar flare, SEP flux etc.) is registered by satellite at the
geostationary orbit in the near Earth space whereas the magnetic field variation and ring
current depressions are recorded by a network of magnetic observatories well located all
over the world.
Table 2. Details of Magnetic observatories.
Geographical Coordinates
Obs. Name &
Obs. Region
No.
Observatory ID
Latitude
Longitudes
1
Jaipur(JAI)
Indian
26.92
75.80
2
Desalpar(DSP)
Indian
23.74
70.69
3
Alibag(ABG)
Indian
18.62
72.87
4
Hyderabad(HYB)
Indian
72.60
78.60
5
Honolulu(HON)
American
21.31
157.99
6
Mbour(MBO)
African
14.38
343.03
*ISR: Institute of Seismological Research, Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India

Data Source
Intermagnet
ISR
Intermagnet
Intermagnet
Intermagnet
Intermagnet

3. Methodology
3.1. Residual H-component of magnetic field
Firstly, quiet day variations of H-component are subtracted from the temporal variation of
the horizontal component of magnetic field during the period of magnetic storm. In the
second step, Dst index is subtracted from the resultant signal in order to reduce the ring
current contribution from the ground magnetic field. Finally, the consequence signal is
termed as the residual H-component of magnetic field for particular station. This
methodology is applied on H-component of magnetic data of all the stations and the
residual H-component of all the stations for both the magnetic storms is determined.
3.2. MS Coherence
Magnitude squared coherence (MSC) can be applied on any two time series to find the
frequency dependent measure of linear relation between these two time series. It is a
function of frequency, and suggests that how good the x signal is corresponds to the y
signal and it always follows 0≤ 𝐶𝑥𝑦(𝑓) ≥ 1. Where Cxy(f) is the MS Coherence of the
two given signals and can be given as,
𝐶𝑥𝑦 𝑓 =

ǀ𝐺𝑥𝑦 𝑓 ǀ2
𝐺𝑥𝑥 𝑓 𝐺𝑦𝑦 𝑓

(1)
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Where Gxy(f) is the cross spectral density between x and y, and Gxx(f) and Gyy(f) the auto
spectral density of x and y respectively. The magnitude of the spectral density is denoted
as |G|. The detailed mathematical formulations for calculating MSC are given in
references [13,14].
3.3. Ionospheric disturbance dynamo
During geomagnetic storms, H component at low latitudes compromises quiet time
variation of the earth’s magnetic fields and disturbed magnetic field due to the
geomagnetic storms.
H = SR + D
(2)
Where, SR is quiet time variation of Earth’s magnetic field from the closest day to the
magnetic storm. D is disturbance in magnetic field. This disturbed magnetic field is
incorporated with different current systems and can be represented as,
D = DR+DCF+DT+DG
(3)
Where, DR represent the ring currents, DCF are Chapmann Ferraro current, DT show the
magnetospheric tail current and DG stands for the magneto telluric currents which are
negligible. Now DR, DCF and DT are including in the ring current system, from which only
the symmetric part of the ring current is consider, so D is given as,
D= Sym H * Cos (L)
(4)
Where Sym H is the symmetric H index and L is the magnetic latitude of the station. Now
to calculate the ionospheric disturbance dynamo, only the day time signature from the data
is taken and it is calculated as,
Ddyn= H - SR - Sym H * Cos (L)
(5)
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Variation of solar wind parameters during intense geomagnetic storms
Various solar wind structures such as bidirectional electron fluxes [15], interplanetary
shocks [16], magnetic cloud [17] and ejections with nearby magnetic field structure play
an important role in the intensity of storms [18]. In order to see the general characteristics
of 17 March 2015 storm, we plotted H-component of magnetic field, Global Dst and solar
wind parameters (Density (n/cc), Velocity (Km/s), Flow Pressure (nPa)) and Bz
component of interplanetary magnetic field (IMF Bz) during 16-19 March, 2015 are
plotted and shown in (Fig. 2(a)). From this figure, it is explicit that all the solar wind
parameters are enhanced exactly during the occurrence of shock wave. On 17 th March,
two consecutive decreases is comprehensible on H-component of magnetic field during
the main phase of the storm. This storm begun with the SSC on 16th March at 07:29 UT;
compression in SW parameters and southward IMF Bz is noticeable.
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Fig. 2(a). Variation of H component of ABG, DES, HYD and JAI (left) and Variation of Dst, solar
wind parameters (Proton Density (n/cc), Flow pressure and Flow velocity) during 16-20 March
2015 (right).

The occurrence of main phase takes place on 17th March at 05:20 UT. All the SW
parameters are at its highest point during the southward IMF Bz having maximum value
of -25.98 nT on 17 March. SW speed is raised to 609 Km/s, SW pressure is 39.23 nPa and
SW density is 60.54 n/cc during the main phase of the storm. IMF Bz is oscillated
maximum northward and southward during the main phase. Recovery phase started at
19:02 UT on 17th March and lasted for several days up to 26th March 2015. No remarkable
feature observed during the recovery phase of the storm which is commonly observable
phenomenon. Based on its characteristics, the March 2015 storm is considered as a severe
storm which is the result of coronal mass ejection from the Sun. Moreover, this is the first
most intense storm of the year 2015 of solar cycle 24 during solar maximum. Mostly, the
CMEs generate intense geomagnetic disturbance which produces intense magnetic storms
[19]. CIR produces moderate and minor kind of magnetic storms [20].
The June storm is CME driven which is second intense storm of the year 2015 (Fig.
2b). The SSC observed at 17:34 UT on 21st June, sudden enhancement is observed in all
the SW parameters at the time of shock wave. The main phase is noticed on 22nd June at
06:07 UT, solar wind speed raised to 792.90 Km/sec, SW density raised to 71.21 n/cc, SW
pressure enhanced up to 59.86 npa and IMF Bz reached to maximum southward of -40.17
nT. IMF Bz is oscillated maximum northward and southward during the main phase. The
recovery has started at 05:40 UT on 22nd June and ended at 06:36 UT on 23rd June.
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Fig. 2(b). Variation of H component of ABG, DES, HYD and JAI (left) and Variation of Dst, solar
wind parameters (Proton Density (n/cc), Flow pressure and Flow velocity) during 21-25 June 2015
(right).

The characteristics of storms such as different phases, their onset time and driving
force of particular storm are shown in Table 1. SW pressure and density are found to be
more affecting parameters on H-component of magnetic field of the equatorial magnetic
observatories. As the longitudinal distance from each observatories of India is not large,
the influence of the solar wind parameters on all the observatories is found to be similar.
Similar results were reported earlier, especially prominent influence of SW dynamic
pressure while studying SW parameters during intense magnetic storms on H-component
of magnetic field at ground based observatories of low and high latitudes [21].
4.2. Magnitude square coherence analysis
In order to identify most influential solar wind parameter on effecting the observed
horizontal magnetic field on the ground, we carried out the magnitude squared coherence
analysis between solar wind parameters and H-component of magnetic field. This analysis
is generally applied to calculate the likeness in the frequency of two signals. The time
series of four days data with a total 5760 points length with the sampling rate of 1 min is
used to calculate the MS coherence between ground based horizontal magnetic field of
Hyderabad observatory and Solar wind parameters, which includes density, pressure,
velocity, temperature and Interplanetary magnetic field component IMF Bz.
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Fig. 3(a). Magnitude Squared Coherence analysis of H-field variation with solar wind and IMF
Bz Parameters during March 2015 Storm.

Fig. 3(b). Magnitude Squared Coherence analysis of H-field variation with solar wind and IMF Bz
Parameters during June 2015 Storm.

Figs. 3a and 3b show the MS coherence of H-component of magnetic field to each SW
parameter for March and June storm respectively. In this Fig., starting from first panel to
fifth panel, plot represents the MS coherence with density, pressure, velocity, temperature
and IMF Bz respectively. It is observed from the above section that SW parameters have
direct influence on observed ground magnetic field. Here also, similar observation for
both the storms, such as Tsw and Vsw are found to have good coherence of 0.60, whereas,
IMFBz is having the coherence of 0.70. Among all the SW parameters, Nsw and Psw are
found to be maximum coherence of >0.85 which is observed in almost all the frequencies.
This characteristic reveals the fact that SW density and pressure are more influencive in
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comparison with other SW parameters. It is reported that changes in the IMF field
remarkably effect the geomagnetic field changes in all the three latitudinal regions during
all the kind of storms, adding to this variation of geomagnetic field is high at high
latitudes in comparison with low and mid latitudes [22]. Further, the influence of solar
wind parameters on geomagnetic field is reported by many researchers [23,24].
4.3. Proximity between residual H-component of magnetic field and solar wind
parameters
In this section, the residual H-component of magnetic field during two intense
geomagnetic storm events occurred in March and June 2015 are determined. One-minute
data of H-component magnetic field at four magnetic observatories of India namely Jaipur
(JAI), Desalpar (DSP), Alibag (ABG) and Hyderabad (HYB) is analysed. The data of four
complete days (96 hours) are considered, which in general, comprises SSC, initial, main
and recovery phases of magnetic storm. It is reported in previous studies that the small
scale magnetic field variation can be removed from H-component magnetic field, if, quiet
time ionosphere currents and Dst variations are eliminated from H-component magnetic
field [25]. Quiet time ionosphere currents and Dst variations are considered as a natural
background and these background value from H-component are removed to get residual
H-component magnetic field.

Fig. 4. Derivation of Residual-H for (a) March storm and (b) June storm recorded at Alibag
Observatory.

The Fig. 4 depicts this entire process of deriving the residual H-component of
magnetic field of Alibag station. In this Fig., the 1st panel shows temporal variation of the
horizontal component of magnetic field at Alibag during the 16-19 March 2015 (Fig. 4a)
and 21-24 June 2015 (Fig. 4b). The 2nd panel shows the variation of H- component at
Alibag during first quiet day of the month, which is 10th March for March event and 20th
June for June event. The 3rd panel is obtained by subtracting 2nd panel from first one. It
shows the variation after removal of quiet day pattern from the disturbed day variation.
The 4th panel is Dst-index during the event. The 5th panel is residual H-component of
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magnetic field which is obtained by subtracting the Dst Index from derived signal of 3 rd
panel. Since Dst is in hourly index and the ground magnetic data is one minute sampling
interval, Dst index is interpolated. After removal of Dst, one can assume that the long
period ring current contribution from the ground magnetic field data is eliminated. It is
found that solar wind density is more infliencial parameter on observed H-component
magnetic field. Similar results are observed in previous studies; solar wind density is more
influencial parameter on observed H-component magnetic field in comparison with other
SW parameters during the storms [26,27]. A detailed description of the SW parameter and
magnetic storm correlation is discussed in previous section (4.1). Further, residual Hcomponent of magnetic field of all the four stations for both these storms and depicted in
Figs. 5a and 5b.

Fig. 5a. Residual H plot for four magnetic observatories with Proton Density during March 2015
storm.

Fig. 5b. Residual H plot for four magnetic observatories with Proton Density during June 2015
storm.
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Here, Figs. 5a and 5b show the comparison of SW density with residual H plot
(observed-quiet-Dst) during March and June 2015 storm respectively. SSC (16th March),
main phase (17th March) and recovery phase (19th March) of the storms are distinctly
conspicuous in residual H-component of magnetic field. The SSC and main phase are
greatly influenced by SW density. However, the recovery phase has little variation.
Similarly, SSC (21st June) and main phase (22nd June) during the June storm with high
enhancement in the SW density is evident. It is seen that the recovery phase (24th June)
has quiet natural variation during storm. Comparison of residual H and SW density
reveals the direct influence on H-component magnetic field of ground based magnetic
observatories.

Fig. 6(a). Dynamic Spectra of the (16-19) March 2015 Storm.

Fig. 6(b). Dynamic Spectra of the (21-24) June 2015 Storm.
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In order to identify the signal strength over time at various frequencies for different
phases of the storms, the spectrogram of both the storms are plotted and shown in (Figs.
6a and 6b). During March storm (Fig. 6a), a burst-like nature is observed between 17-18
March on observed horizontal magnetic field at four observatories (left side panel) and the
similar bursts also observed in SW parameters including IMF Bz (right side panel). It is
clearly evident that this portion represents the main phase of the storm. SW density and
pressure are seems to be more bustling from the beginning of the SSC (16 th March) to
recovery phase (19th March) whereas other SW parameters such as SW Temperature, SW
speed and IMF Bz are dynamic only during the main phase of the storm. Earlier studies
also found such bursts in the dynamic spectra of H-component of magnetic field and solar
wind parameters [28]. Similarly for June event (Fig. 6b), the bursts during the main phase
of the storm is perceptible from the SW parameters and H magnetic field variation. SW
density, SW pressure and IMF Bz are found vigorous during all the phases of magnetic
storm. SW parameters and variation of H-component of magnetic field distinguish, onset
of SSC and stable nature is observed during the recovery phase of the storm. Since solar
wind produce the disturbance in the magnetic field, an enhancement in the form of burst is
seen in the spectrograms of both the storms. Further, one can distinguish the different
phases of the storms on the basis of such burst like enhancement during the entire storm
period.
4.5. Ionospheric disturbance dynamo
The effects of all currents flowing in the earth’s environment integrate with the earth’s
magnetic field. The connection of large scale high and low latitude current system is
attributable to two main physical processes: 1) direct prompt penetration: It takes place
mostly at the equatorial latitudes, and it is the sum of convection electric field and over
shielding electric field. It is generally observed that convection electric field is vital during
main phase of the storm and over shielding electric field is vital during recovery phase of
the storm [29,30]. 2) Ionospheric disturbance dynamo: It is a consequence of convection
electric field and thermospheric wind dynamo [31]. In the present study, we focused only
on Ionospheric disturbance dynamo, a significant phenomenon related to the geomagnetic
storms. The ionospheric disturbance dynamo process is still continued even after
completion of the magnetic storm. So, the effect continues on a quiet day during the
recovery phase and even after, it creates the magnetic disturbance in the Ionosphere.
Here firstly, several parameters such as daily regular variation, Chapman Ferraro
Currents, Tail currents, Symmetric or asymmetric ring currents and ground telluric
currents are evaluated in order to calculate the equatorial magnetic signature of the
ionospheric disturbance dynamo during two intense storms in March 2015 and June 2015.
Variation of interplanetary parameters and magnetic indexes for March 2015 and June
2015 storms are shown in Fig. 7. Dayside aroral electrojets represented by AU and night
side denoted by AL and are shown in the first and second panel in Fig. 7. The
intensification of the westward ring current in the equatorial region of the magnetosphere
near the earth resulted in the decrease of Sym-H index which showed a minimum value of
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around -240 nT on 17 March 2015 (left side) and -210 nT on 23rd June 2015 which are
shown in the third panel in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Interplanetary parameters and magnetic indexes for the March 2015 storm (left side) and
June 2015 storm (right side).

Fig. 8. Variation of the H component of the Earth’s magnetic field (red lines) observed at different
stations on March 2015 storm and superimposed black lines on the full lines for variation of the H
component during the closest quiet day chosen as a reference day.

While choosing to directly calculating the ionospheric disturbance dynamo, the
variation of raw H component at three equatorial regions is chosen, in terms of disturbed
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and quiet condition during the time of March storm, especially at the time of recovery
phase i.e., 16 to 26 March 2015. It is district that recovery phase started on 19:02 UT on
the 17th March and lasted for several days up to 26th March 2015. Upto 25th March, the
enhanced amplitude is seen in all three regions due to the magnetic disturbance. So 25th
March is selected as a nearest quiet day after recovery phase of the magnetic storm. Fig. 8
shows the disturbance time (Red lines) and super-imposed black lines represent the quiet
time variation of 25th March.

Fig. 9. Variation of the H component disturbance Ddyn during March 2015 Storm

Fig. 10. Variation of the H component of the earth’s magnetic field (red lines) observed at different
stations on June 2015 storm and superimposed black lines on the full lines for variation of the H
component during the closest quiet day chosen as a reference day.
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Fig. 9 shows the Ddyn component for the March storm which is derived from the H
component of the magnetic field in American sector (HON), African sector (MBO) and in
Indian sector (DES). On 23rd March, Ddyn effect is denoted as rectangle at American
sector which is not seen in the African and Indian sector and the equatorial activity is
unlike American sector. The attenuation of equatorial electrojets in African and Indian
sectors is noticeable. The westward movement is due to the electric filed convection on
21st March. The similar procedure has been applied to calculate the Ddyn component for
the June storm. Variation of raw H component at three equatorial regions, in terms of
disturbed and quiet condition during the time of June storm is analysed having time span
of 6 days i.e. 21st to 26th June 2015. Fig. 10 shows the disturbance time (Red lines) and
superimposed black lines represent the quiet time variation of 26th June.

Fig. 11. Variation of the H component disturbance Ddyn during June 2015 Storm.

Fig. 11 depicts the Ddyn component for the June storm, derived from the H component
of the magnetic field in American sector (HON), African sector (MBO) and Indian sector
(DES). Convection of electric field into the dawn-dusk directed magnetosphere is
observed on 25th June, Ddyn effect is denoted as rectangle. A southward H-component of
magnetic field movement is observed in the American and African sectors and the
attenuation of equatorial electrojets is negligible in Indian sector. While studying Ddyn of
several storms, it is reported that, 1) Signature of Ddyn is strongly dependent on
magnitude of magnetic storm, onset of magnetic storm and duration of storms. 2) Ddyn is
strong at American sector (-100 nt); African sector has influence of eastward current
(unusual in Ddyn) and Ddyn effect is not significant due to attenuation of equatorial
electrojets at Asian sector for 23-24 September 2001 storm; attenuation of equatorial
electrojets can vary for different longitudinal station [32]. Moreover, this study reported
that all the storms have shown the attenuation of equatorial electrojets similar to
observation made in our study.
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5. Conclusion
Two intense geomagnetic storms which occurred during the year 2015 are investigated.
We analysed horizontal component of magnetic field, Global Dst and solar wind
parameters including Density (n/cc), Velocity (km/s), and Bz component of interplanetary
magnetic field (IMF (Bz)) during the time period of two intense geomagnetic storms i.e.
March 16-19 and June 21-24. All the SW parameters are at its highest point during the
southward IMF Bz, having maximum value of -25.98 nT for March storm and -40.17 nT
for June storm. In order to delineate the information of small scale magnetic field, the
residual H-component of magnetic field is derived. It enables us to directly identify SSC
and main phase of magnetic storm and allow to understand the influence of the SW
parameters. Here, it is found that SW density is more dominant than other SW parameters.
Similar results are found during the analysis of magnitude squared coherence. The MS
coherence of Tsw and Vsw with H-component of magnetic field is 0.60 whereas with
IMFBz is 0.70. Among all the SW parameters, Nsw and Psw are found to be maximum
coherence of >0.85 for all the frequencies. In dynamic spectrum of storms, a burst-like
nature is noticeable during the main phase of both the storms. Equatorial magnetic
signature of the ionospheric disturbance dynamo at three different longitudinal sector i.e.
American sector (HON), African sector (MBO) and Indian sector (DES) for two intense
storms is interpreted. Firstly, the variation of raw H-component of magnetic field at three
equatorial regions, in terms of disturbed and quiet conditions is analysed. For March
storm, African and Indian sector has experienced the attenuation of equatorial electrojets
and in American sector downward movement is seen. For June storm, a southward H
component movement is observed in the American sector and African sector and
attenuation of equatorial electrojets is negligible in Indian sector.
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